Poster Talk Presentation Guidelines

Please use the following guidelines for your Poster Talk Presentations

1. Presentations will be presented via an online site designed specifically for Poster Talks. The web address for the site is: http://asmpt.posterview.com/ and below you will see an example of the login screen for the site. You will access the site by clicking “look around as a guest (circled).”

2. Once the site has been accessed, you will see the below home page. To the left (circled) will be an alphabetical listing of ALL the Poster Talk sessions. You will need to scroll to the appropriate session and click it, doing so will populate all the Poster Talks to be presented in that session. The Posters will appear in presentation order in the center of the screen.
3. When the session begins, you will click on the first poster in the session. You will then be able to zoom in and out of the poster which allows the presenter to highlight key information throughout their presentation (see example of zoomed in poster below). After the first presenter completes their presentation, they will zoom out to the home screen and allow the next presenter to click on their poster. This process will continue until the last presenter has finished.